
Bi-quasi-Hamiltonian systemsM. CrampinDepartment of Applied Mathematis, The Open University,Walton Hall, Milton Keynes MK7 6AA, UK;W. SarletDepartment of Mathematial Physis and Astronomy, Ghent University,Krijgslaan 281, B{9000 Gent, BelgiumJanuary 3, 2002Abstrat. A general notion of bi-quasi-Hamiltonian systems is introdued and isrelated to previous work on various speial ases of suh systems.1 IntrodutionIn a previous paper (Crampin 2001), we have generalized work by Lundmark (2001a,b) on a lass of integrable systems, from Eulidean spaes to (pseudo) Riemannianmanifolds. In doing so, we ame aross an interesting lass of onformal Killing tensors,alled `speial onformal Killing tensors', and the integrable systems of interest live onspaes whose metri allows the oexistene of two suh tensors. Physially speaking,the integrable systems in question represent Lagrangian systems with non-onservativefores, but whose fore form has a kind of double `generalized potential' representation.Whereas most lassial (�nite dimensional) integrable systems are known to have a bi-Hamiltonian formulation, the ones referred to here have a double quasi-Hamiltonianrepresentation and thus ould be alled bi-quasi-Hamiltonian systems. But they do leadto a bi-Hamiltonian system on an extended spae.In the present paper, we will introdue a general onept of bi-quasi-Hamiltonian systemsand explore under what irumstanes they an have the property of omplete integra-bility. Bi-quasi-Hamiltonian systems should not be onfused with quasi-bi-Hamiltoniansystems, as introdued by Brouzet et al. (1996) and developed by Morosi and Tondo(1997, 1998). The similarity of the two terms is unfortunate, but the name `bi-quasi-Hamiltonian system' desribes what we have in mind so well that after some reetionwe deided to use it even so. The two onepts are in fat related, but the relation isnot entirely straightforward: we disuss it in Setion 7.1



Following the desription of the general onept in Setions 2 and 3, we speialize in Se-tion 4 to the ase where the two Poisson strutures involved in the bi-quasi-Hamiltonianrepresentation eah ome from a Poisson-Nijenhuis struture. Most of the disussionin suh a ase is transferred from the Poisson strutures involved to the type (1; 1)tensor �elds whih generate them. We then make a further speialization, to the asewhere the manifold is a otangent bundle and the (1; 1) tensors are the omplete liftsof tensor �elds on the base manifold. This brings us bak to the kind of system stud-ied in Crampin (2001), and we take this opportunity to omplement our previous workwith some results about the possible generation of families of suh bi-quasi-Hamiltoniansystems. The �nal setion ontains an expliit example whih illustrates the theory.We arry out oordinate alulations at various points in the paper; where we do so, weuse the Einstein summation onvention.2 Quasi-Hamiltonian systemsWe begin by realling some generalities about Poisson strutures.A Poisson struture on a manifold M is a bivetor �eld � whih satis�es [�;�℄ = 0,where [�; �℄ is the Shouten braket. The assoiated Poisson braket of funtions f , gis given by ff; gg = �(df; dg); the vanishing of the Shouten braket entails the Jaobiidentity for the Poisson braket. Also assoiated with suh a bivetor �eld is a map Pof 1-forms to vetor �elds onM , given by hP (�); �i = �(�; �) for any pair of 1-forms �,�. The Poisson braket an be extended to 1-forms with the aid of P , as follows (Magri(1985)): for any 1-forms �, �,f�; �gP = LP (�)� �LP (�)�� d(�(�; �));then fdf; dgg = dff; gg. The Shouten braket ondition on � an be stated equivalentlyin terms of the Poisson map and the braket of 1-forms:[P (�); P (�)℄ = P (f�; �gP ):The Poisson struture is non-singular if its Poisson map is.The vetor �eld P (dH) is the Hamiltonian vetor �eld orresponding to the Hamiltonianfuntion H. If Z is a Hamiltonian vetor �eld then LZ� = 0, or equivalently LZP = 0.Conversely, when � is non-singular, if LZ� = 0 then Z is loally Hamiltonian, inthe sense that in a neighbourhood of any point one an �nd a funtion H suh thatZ = P (dH) on that neighbourhood. In fat the ondition LZ� = 0 states that Z is aoyle in the Lihnerowiz-Poisson omplex orresponding to �, and Z is Hamiltonianif and only if it is a oboundary. The Poisson map P , when it is non-singular, indues an2



isomorphism of the Lihnerowiz-Poisson and the de Rham ohomology groups (Vaisman(1994)), and so the vanishing of the �rst de Rham ohomology group ofM is a suÆientondition for a vetor �eld whih satis�es LZ� = 0 to be Hamiltonian. We shall dealmostly with non-singular Poisson strutures, and we shall generally assume that LZ� =0 is suÆient as well as neessary for Z to be Hamiltonian.A vetor �eld Z on a Poisson manifold is said to be quasi-Hamiltonian if there is anowhere-vanishing funtion F suh that FZ is Hamiltonian. Thus FZ = P (dH) forsome funtion H. Note that if M is onneted F must be everywhere positive or ev-erywhere negative; we an assume the former without loss of generality, by absorbinga negative sign in H if neessary. We assume heneforth that M is onneted and Fis positive. Now let V = F�1P (dF ) = P (d log F ); then LZ� = Z ^ V , and of ourseLV� = 0. Conversely, if LZ� = Z ^ V and V = P (d�) say thenLe�Z� = e�LZ�� Z ^ P (d(e�)) = 0:Thus if LZ� = Z ^ V where LV� = 0, and � is non-singular, then Z is quasi-Hamiltonian, at least loally.The funtion H is a �rst integral of Z.Let Z be a vetor �eld on a manifold M whih is quasi-Hamiltonian with respet toa Poisson bivetor �, so that FZ = P (dH). Then, as shown in Crampin (2001), thebivetor �̂ on M � IR given by�̂ = � + (Z + zV ) ^ ��z ;where z is the oordinate on IR and V = F�1P (dF ), is a Poisson bivetor whih projetsonto �. Here � is extended to M � IR simply by ignoring z. The Hamiltonian vetor�eld with respet to �̂ orresponding to �z is Z + zV ; its restrition to the zero setionis Z. Furthermore, H+ zF is a Casimir of �̂. In fat the onditions for �̂ to be Poissonare again LZ� = Z ^ V; LV� = 0;given that � is Poisson.3 Bi-quasi-Hamiltonian systemsWe now set up a general framework for the study of systems with a dual quasi-Hamiltonianrepresentation, within whih a notion of omplete integrability ours naturally, andwhih overs as a speial ase the lass of ofator pair systems studied in Lundmark(2001a, b) and Crampin (2001).De�nition A vetor �eld Z on M is said to be bi-quasi-Hamiltonian if3



(i) M is equipped with two ompatible Poisson strutures �a, a = 1; 2;(ii) Z is quasi-Hamiltonian with respet to both Poisson strutures, i.e. FaZ = Pa(dHa)for some funtions Ha and (nowhere vanishing) Fa;(iii) LV1�2 + LV2�1 = 0, where Va = (Fa)�1Pa(dFa).Condition (iii), whih is a form of ompatibility ondition (and will be referred to assuh below), an be motivated as follows.Suppose that Z is quasi-Hamiltonian with respet to two Poisson strutures �1 and �2,with FaZ = Pa(dHa), a = 1; 2. Then we an form the two extended Poisson strutures�̂a = �a + (Z + zVa) ^ ��z :We now ask for the onditions for these Poisson strutures to be ompatible, that is, for[�̂1; �̂2℄ = 0. Now��1 + (Z + zV1) ^ ��z ;�2 + (Z + zV2) ^ ��z �= [�1;�2℄ + (LZ�1 + zLV2�1) ^ ��z + (LZ�2 + zLV1�2) ^ ��z+ (V1 + V2) ^ Z ^ ��z= [�1;�2℄ + z (LV1�2 + LV2�1) ^ ��zsine LZ�a = Z ^ Va by assumption. Thus LV1�2 + LV2�1 = 0 is the neessary andsuÆient ondition for the Poisson strutures �̂1 and �̂2 to be ompatible, assumingthat �1 and �2 are ompatible.We now establish the existene of involutive �rst integrals of a bi-quasi-Hamiltoniansystem.It follows from the ompatibility ondition LV1�2 + LV2�1 = 0, together with the on-ditions LVa�a = 0, that LV1�tV2(�1 � t�2) = 0 for all t. Now if �1 is non-singular sois �1 � t�2 for t suÆiently lose to zero. Thus there is some funtion �(t) suh thatV1 � tV2 = (P1 � tP2)(d�(t)). Sine further LZ(�1 � t�2) = Z ^ (V1 � tV2), there issome funtion H(t) suh that F (t)Z = (P1� tP2)(dH(t)), where F (t) = e�(t); moreoverH(t) is a �rst integral of Z for all t. On setting t = 0 we see that F (0)Z = P1(dH(0)).Now for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : set H(k) = 1k! �kH�tk �����t=0 ;and de�ne F(k) similarly. Then eah H(k) is a �rst integral of Z, andF(k+1)Z = P1(dH(k+1))� P2(dH(k)):4



It follows that for every j = 0; 1; 2; : : : ,fH(j);H(k+1)g1 = fH(j);H(k)g2;where f�; �ga is the Poisson braket of funtions de�ned by �a. ThusfH(j);H(k+1)g1 = fH(j+1);H(k)g1:It follows that if l and m di�er by an even integer then fH(l);H(m)g1 = 0, sinefH(l);H(l+2n)g1 = fH(l+n);H(l+n)g1:If l and m di�er by an odd integer, on the other hand,fH(l);H(m)g1 = fH(l);H(m�1)g2;sine l and m� 1 di�er by an even integer, fH(l);H(m�1)g2 = 0 by the same argument.Thus fH(l);H(m)g1 = 0 for all l, m, and fH(l);H(m)g2 = 0 likewise. We summarize theresults in the following statement.Theorem Let Z be bi-quasi-Hamiltonian. Then there exist funtions H(k) (k =0; 1; 2; : : :), suh thatF(0)Z = P1(dH(0));F(k+1)Z = P1(dH(k+1))� P2(dH(k)); k = 0; 1; 2; : : :for some funtions F(k). The H(k) are in involution with respet to both Poissonbrakets. In partiular, if the manifold M is 2n-dimensional and the funtions H(k),k = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 1, are funtionally independent then Z is ompletely integrable in thesense of Liouville.4 Poisson-Nijenhuis penilsWe now speialize the results of the preeding setion to the ase where eah of the twoPoisson strutures giving rise to a bi-quasi-Hamiltonian system atually omes from aPoisson-Nijenhuis struture.A Poisson-Nijenhuis struture (�; J) on a manifold M onsists of a Poisson struture� and a type (1; 1) tensor �eld J suh that PJ� = JP , the Magri-Morosi onomitant�P;J of P and J is zero and the torsion, or Nijenhuis tensor, NJ of J is zero. (Here J�denotes the adjoint of J .)The Magri-Morosi onomitant is de�ned as follows (Magri (1984), Nunes da Costa(1996)): for any 1-form � and vetor �eld X on M ,�P;J(�;X) = (LP (�)J)(X) � P (LX(J��)) + P (LJ(X)�):5



When PJ� = JP , �J;P is a type (1; 2) tensor �eld on M .These onditions are suÆient for JP to de�ne a seond Poisson struture onM (Magri(1984, 1985), Kosmann-Shwarzbah (1990)). We denote the Poisson bivetor by �Jand the assoiated Poisson map by PJ = JP = PJ�.Note that whenNJ = 0 we have available the di�erential dJ of Fr�oliher-Nijenhuis theory(Fr�oliher (1956)), whih satis�es ddJ + dJd = 0, dJ2 = 0; it is determined essentiallyby these properties and by its ation on funtions, whih is given by dJf = J�(df).We shall be interested in vetor �elds Z that are quasi-Hamiltonian with respet to�J , with FZ = PJ (dH). Of partiular interest are those for whih dJd� = 0, whereF = e�. Alternatively, we then have ddJ� = 0, so dJ� = d� for some funtion � (atleast loally), whene dJF = Fd�. One important ase overed by this ours when� = log detJ , so that F = detJ (assuming, without essential loss of generality, thatdetJ > 0).Proposition For any J suh that NJ = 0, we have dJ(det J) = (detJ)d(tr J).Proof This follows from the formulad(det J) = J ijjkCji dxk;where C is the ofator tensor of J , and the alulation is arried out using any sym-metri onnetion (or indeed partial di�erentiation). ThusdJ(det J) = J ijjkJkl Cji dxl= (J iljkJkj + JkjjlJ ik � JkljjJ ik)Cji dxl= (J iljkÆki + JkjjlÆjk � JkljjÆjk)(det J)dxl= Jkkjl(detJ)dxlas asserted. 2It follows that dJ� = d(tr J), and so dJd� = 0. Slightly more generally, if F = (det J)rfor some power r then dJ� = d(r tr J) and dJd� = 0 also.De�nition A quasi-Hamiltonian vetor �eld Z suh that (det J)rZ = PJ(dH) will bealled a PfaÆan quasi-Hamiltonian vetor �eld.This is a slight extension of the terminology used in Morosi (1997). All of our examplesof bi-quasi-Hamiltonian systems, later in the paper, will atually be of the PfaÆan type.Now suppose that we have two Poisson-Nijenhuis strutures with the same initial Poissonbivetor �, and type (1; 1) tensors J and K, whih both ommute with P , have zeroMagri-Morosi onomitants with respet to P , and satisfy NJ = NK = 0. Let theorresponding bivetors be �J , �K . 6



De�nition The Poisson-Nijenhuis strutures (�; J) and (�;K) are said to be om-patible if the Poisson bivetors �J and �K are ompatible with eah other (eah isompatible with � by onstrution).Proposition For �J and �K to be ompatible, it is suÆient that the Nijenhuis braket[J;K℄ = 0. If P , J and K are invertible, the ondition is also neessary.Proof When [J;K℄ = 0, we have N(J+K) = 0. Obviously, J +K ommutes with P and�P;J+K = �P;J + �P;K = 0. Hene,[�(J+K);�(J+K)℄ = [�J +�K ;�J +�K ℄ = 2[�J ;�K ℄ = 0:Conversely, if P , J and K are invertible, the ompatibility of �J and �K implies that[J;K℄ = 0. Indeed, the ondition for the ompatibility of two Poisson strutures, ex-pressed in terms of their Poisson maps Q, R, say, is[Q(�); R(�)℄ + [R(�); Q(�)℄ = Q(f�; �gR) +R(f�; �gQ):If we take Q = PJ , R = PK , and set � = P�1(X), � = P�1(Y ) for vetor �elds X, Y ,we obtain[J(X);K(Y )℄ + [K(X); J(Y )℄ = JK�1([K(X);K(Y )℄) +KJ�1([J(X); J(Y )℄):When the fats that NJ = NK = 0 are used to substitute for the terms on the right-handside, this beomes [J;K℄(X;Y ) = 0. 2We onsider, therefore, two Poisson-Nijenhuis strutures (�; J), (�;K) suh that [J;K℄ =0. Then (�; J � tK) is a Poisson-Nijenhuis struture for every onstant t. We then havea penil of Poisson bivetors �J�tK = �J � t�K , so we all (�; J � tK) a Poisson-Nijenhuis penil. We shall be mostly interested in the ase in whih P , J and K are allinvertible.We next disuss the ompatibility ondition for a system to be bi-quasi-Hamiltonianwith respet to a Poisson-Nijenhuis penil.Suppose given a Poisson-Nijenhuis penil, and a vetor �eld Z suh thatLZ�J = Z ^ V; LV�J = 0;LZ�K = Z ^W; LW�K = 0;thus (still assuming that �J and �K are non-singular) Z is quasi-Hamiltonian withrespet to both �J and �K and we an put V = PJ(d�) = P (dJ�), W = PK(d	) =P (dK	) for some �;	. In order for Z to be bi-quasi-Hamiltonian the ompatibilityondition LW�J + LV�K = 0;7



or equivalently LWPJ + LV PK = 0;must hold. When we express PJ and PK in terms of P we �nd thatLWPJ + LV PK = (LWJ + LVK)P + JLWP +KLV P:So a partiular ase of interest ours when LWP = LV P = 0, that is, when V and Ware Hamiltonian with respet to the standard Poisson struture P as well as the derivedones PJ , PK . In suh a ase there will be funtions �,  suh thatV = P (d�) =) d� = dJ� =) ddJ� = �dJd� = 0;W = P (d ) =) d = dK	 =) ddK = �dKd = 0:Note that these onditions hold in the PfaÆan ase, with � = r tr J , � = r log det J et.Under these assumptions, the ompatibility ondition redues toLWJ + LVK = 0:Now from the vanishing of the Magri-Morosi onomitant,(LWJ)(X) = (LP (d )J)(X) = P (LX(dJ )�LJXd )for all X, whene the ompatibility ondition beomesLX (dJ + dK�)�LJXd �LKXd� = 0:When the homotopy formula is used to express the Lie derivatives, this redues simplyto X (ddJ + ddK�) = 0:Thus the ompatibility ondition an be writtendJ� + dK� = 0; � = d�; � = d ;where dJ� = dJd� = 0, dK� = dKd = 0.In partiular, it follows easily from the oordinate representation of the Nijenhuis braketthat if [J;K℄ = 0 then dJ(trK) + dK(trJ) = d(tr JK); so the requisite onditions aresatis�ed in the PfaÆan ase, and we have the following result.Proposition Suppose that Z is PfaÆan quasi-Hamiltonian with respet to both �Jand �K , so that (det J)rZ = PJ (dG) and (detK)rZ = PK(dH) (same power): then theneessary and suÆient ondition for Z to be bi-quasi-Hamiltonian is that [J;K℄ = 0.When this ondition holds, or more generally for any system that is bi-quasi-Hamiltonianwith respet to a Poisson-Nijenhuis penil, the results of the previous setion onerningthe existene of �rst integrals in involution apply.8



5 Bi-di�erential aluliWe now investigate the onditions for a bi-quasi-Hamiltonian system whose Poissonstrutures form a Poisson-Nijenhuis penil, to give rise to a salar gauged bi-di�erentialalulus, aording to the de�nition given by Dimakis and M�uller-Hoissen (2000a), anddisussed further in Crampin (2000).We onsider two Poisson-Nijenhuis strutures (�; J), (�;K) suh that [J;K℄ = 0. Thenthe operators dJ , dK satisfydJ2 = dK2 = dJdK + dKdJ = 0;and therefore form a simple bi-di�erential alulus (Dimakis 2000a) or biomplex (Di-makis 2000b).Let � be a 1-form, and denote by DJ the operator on forms given byDJ� = dJ� + � ^ �;or DJ = dJ +� for short. Two suh operators DJ = dJ +�, DK = dK +� form a salargauged bi-di�erential alulus ifDJ2 = DK2 = DJDK +DKDJ = 0;these onditions hold if and only ifdJ� = dK� = dJ� + dK� = 0:But as we showed in the previous setion, the ompatibility ondition for a system whihis quasi-Hamiltonian with respet to a Poisson-Nijenhuis penil and is suh that LV P =LWP = 0 is that dJ� + dK� = 0, where the 1-forms � and � satisfy dJ� = dK� = 0.Thus any bi-quasi-Hamiltonian system of this type, and in partiular any PfaÆan bi-quasi-Hamiltonian system, has assoiated with it a salar gauged bi-di�erential alulus.Furthermore, there are funtions � and � suh that � = d� = dJ�, and funtions  and 	 suh that � = d = dK	. We an express DJ in the formDJ� = dJ� + d� ^ � = e��dJ (e��);and similarly for DK .Now onsider the dynamis Z. We an writeZ = e��PJ(dG) = P (e��dJG) = P (DJ(e��G))= e�	PK(dH) = P (e�	dKH) = P (DK(e�	H));9



for Hamiltonian funtions G, H. These Hamiltonians are related by DJ(e��G) =DK(e�	H); thus the funtions U = e��G and U = e�	H both satisfy the equationDJDKU = 0, a generalization of what was alled the fundamental equation in Rauh-Wojiehowski (1999) and Lundmark (2001b). If we take the view that the vetor�elds V and W , or the funtions � and 	, are the givens, then this equation providesa way of generating dynamial vetor �elds Z whih �t the orresponding bi-quasi-Hamiltonian struture; in partiular, we an take the PfaÆan set-up with � = r log det J ,	 = r log detK.In the Poisson-Nijenhuis ase the reurrene relationPJ(dH(k+1))� PK(dH(k)) = F(k+1)Z = F(k+1)F(0) PJ (dH(0))an be expressed in terms of di�erential operators as follows:dJH(k+1) = dKH(k) + F(k+1)F(0) dJH(0):Furthermore, the general formula V1 � tV2 = (P1 � tP2)(d�(t)) from Setion 3 herebeomes V � tW = PJ�tK(d�(t)), from whih it follows that dJ�� tdK	 = dJ�tK�(t).For F (t) = e�(t), there results: dJ�tKF (t) = F (t)(dJ� � tdK	) = F (t)(d� � td ).Hene, the F(k) satisfy the reurrene relationdJF(k+1) � dKF(k) = F(k+1)d�� F(k)d :That is to say, we have dJF(k+1) � (d�)F(k+1) = dKF(k) � (d )F(k)dJH(k+1) � #F(k+1) = dKH(k)where # = 1F(0) dJH(0):Note that P (#) = Z, whene # = e��dJG = e�	dKH; it follows that dJ# = #^ d� anddK# = # ^ d .De�ne the 2� 2 matrix di�erential operators�J = dJ + " �d� 0�# 0 # ; �K = dK + " �d 00 0 # :It follows from the formulas for dJ# and dK# just obtained that �J2 = �K2 = 0 and�J�K + �K�J = 0. Thus �J and �K are the di�erential operators of a gaugedbi-di�erential alulus operating on two-omponent olumn vetors, and�J " F(k+1)H(k+1) # = �K " F(k)H(k) # :A speial ase of this onstrution was disussed in Crampin (2000).10



6 Cofator and ofator pair systemsIn the preeding two setions, the disussion entred on a general Poisson manifold(M;P ), with additional struture oming from some type (1; 1) tensor �elds on M . Aninteresting partiular ase ours whenM is a otangent bundle T �Q say, equipped withits standard Poisson struture �, and the type (1; 1) tensors on M are omplete liftsof torsionless tensors L on the base manifold Q. For the omplete lift ~L of L, we havedet ~L = (detL)2. Moreover, for any two suh tensors L1, L2,[ ~L1; ~L2℄ = g[L1; L2℄;so a vetor �eld Z on T �Q whih is PfaÆan quasi-Hamiltonian with respet to ~L1 and~L2 will be bi-quasi-Hamiltonian if and only if [L1; L2℄ = 0. This result, whih we havededued from the more general analysis of Setion 4, an also be proved easily by anexpliit omputation.The following lass of quasi-Hamiltonian systems has been studied in Mariniak (1998),Rauh-Wojiehowski (1999), Lundmark (2001a, b), and Crampin (2001). Let g be a(pseudo)-Riemannian metri on Q and L a symmetri type (0; 2) tensor �eld suh that(rXL)(Y;Z) = 12 (g(X;Y )hZ;�i + g(X;Z)hY; �i):Suh a tensor is a onformal Killing tensor of g, and the type (1; 1) tensor obtainedby raising an index on L with g automatially has vanishing torsion. The 1-form � isgiven by d(trL). Suh a tensor L is alled a speial onformal Killing tensor. We shallgenerally be onerned with speial onformal Killing tensors whih are non-singular.We shall denote suh a tensor by the same letter whatever the position of its indies. LetA be the ofator tensor of a speial onformal Killing tensor, so that AL = (detL)I,and let � be a 1-form on Q whih satis�es DL� = dL�+ d(trL) ^ � = 0. Let H be thefuntion on T �Q given by H(qi; pi) = 12Aijpipj + V (q)where V is a funtion suh that DL((detL)�1V ) = �. Then the quasi-Hamiltonian ve-tor �eld Z where (detL)Z = P~L(dH) is alled a ofator system. Sine det ~L = (detL)2it is PfaÆan, with r = 12 . The vetor �eld � on TQ obtained via the di�eomorphism(qi; pi) 7! (qi; gijpj) takes the form � = �0 �MV ;where �0 is the geodesi �eld of the metri andM is the vetor �eld obtained by raisingthe index on �. It is an example of a non-onservative Lagrangian system, and �represents a generalized fore.If L1 and L2 are two speial onformal Killing tensors then learly L1 + L2 is also aspeial onformal Killing tensor. The torsion of L1 + L2 therefore vanishes; it follows11



that [L1; L2℄ = 0, and so the orresponding Poisson-Nijenhuis strutures are ompatible.If Z is a ofator system with respet to both speial onformal Killing tensors then itis PfaÆan quasi-Hamiltonian with respet to eah Poisson-Nijenhuis struture and istherefore bi-quasi-Hamiltonian. The fore form � must satisfy DL1� = DL2� = 0.The funtions H(t) and F (t) in this ase are polynomials in t, and the system is om-pletely integrable; H(t) takes the formH(t) = 12A(t)ijpipj + V (t);where A(t) is the ofator tensor of L1 � tL2, and V (t) is a polynomial of degree n� 1suh that D(L1�tL2)(det(L1 � tL2)�1V (t)) = �:For a given g, � there are funtions V1, V2 suh thatDL1((detL1)�1V1) = DL2((detL2)�1V2) = �;these are the `generalized potentials' of � with respet to L1 and L2 referred to in theIntrodution.Now onsider � = DL2((detL1)�1V1). We haveDL1� = �DL2DL1((detL1)�1V1) = �DL2� = 0;and of ourse DL2� = 0: so � de�nes a new bi-ofator system, with the same metri buta di�erent fore form. The quadrati part of the new �rst integral funtion is unhanged;the `potential' part W (t) satis�esD(L1�tL2)(det(L1 � tL2)�1W (t)) = �:In fat W (t) is given in terms of V (t) bytW (t) = V (t)� det(L1 � tL2)detL1 V (0):Note that V (0) = V1. The right hand side is a polynomial of degree n in t, whih takesthe value 0 when t = 0; so W (t) is a polynomial of degree n� 1. MoreoverD(L1�tL2)(det(L1 � tL2)�1 �V (t)� det(L1 � tL2)detL1 V (0)�= ��DL1(det(L1)�1V1) + tDL2((detL1)�1V1) = t�as required. With these onsiderations, we have supplemented the analysis in Crampin(2001) with the appropriate generalization of Lundmark's onstrution (Lundmark (2001b))of a hierarhy of ofator pair systems. 12



7 Quasi-bi-Hamiltonian systemsThe theory we have desribed above overs, of ourse, the speial ase in whih thevetor �eld Z is Hamiltonian, not just quasi-Hamiltonian, with respet to one of thetwo Poisson strutures, so that (say) F1 = 1 in the notation of Setion 3. This aseorresponds roughly to that of a quasi-bi-Hamiltonian system as de�ned and disussedin Brouzet (1996), Morosi (1997, 1998); however, the ompatibility ondition for a bi-quasi-Hamiltonian system, whih redues to LV2�1 = 0, is not required to hold in thede�nition of a quasi-bi-Hamiltonian system given in those papers. But to the best of ourknowledge, all of the examples of quasi-bi-Hamiltonian systems in the literature do fallwithin our framework: in fat they all appear to be ases of ofator systems, for whihthe ompatibility ondition holds automatially anyway. We therefore feel justi�ed indisussing briey some of the results in the literature on quasi-bi-Hamiltonian systemsin the light of our approah.We wish �rst to ompare our main integrability result with the following proposition,due to Tondo (Tondo (1995), Morosi (1997)). (The statement of the proposition hasbeen edited to �t in with the notation and terminology of the present paper.)Proposition Let M be a 2n-dimensional manifold equipped with an invertible Poissontensor P1, and let Z be a Hamiltonian vetor �eld with HamiltonianH: Z = P1(dH). Leta tensor J :TM ! TM exist suh that the tensor P2:T �M ! TM de�ned by P2 = JP1is skew-symmetri. Denote by �(k) = (J�)kdH (k = 0; 1; 2; : : :) the 1-forms obtained bythe iterated ation of J�. If there exist n�1 independent funtions H(l) (l = 1; 2; : : : ; n)and 12n(n + 1) funtions �(kl) (k = 0; 1; : : : ; n � 1; 0 � l � k) with �(00) = 1 and�(kk) 6= 0 (k 6= 0), suh that the 1-forms �(k) an be written as �(k) = Pkl=0 �(kl)dH(l)(k = 0; 1; : : : ; n�1), then the funtionsH(k) are in involution with respet to the Poissonbraket de�ned by P1 and are �rst integrals of Z. The Hamiltonian system is Liouvilleintegrable. Moreover, if P2 is a Poisson tensor then the funtions H(k) are in involutionalso with respet to the Poisson braket de�ned by P2.In our analysis, we have assumed the existene of two non-singular Poisson tensors fromthe �rst; we may de�ne J as P2P1�1. On the other hand, we assume only that Z isquasi-Hamiltonian. To relate our results to Tondo's proposition we must show that thefuntions H(k) de�ned in Setion 3 are related to the 1-forms �(k) = (J�)kdH(0) in themanner spei�ed in the proposition. Now we an writeF(k+1)Z = P1(dH(k+1))� P1(J�dH(k));and F(0)Z = P1(dH(0)). ThusdH(k+1) = J�dH(k) + F̂(k+1)dH(0);13



where F̂(k) = F(k)=F(0), from whih it follows thatdH(k) = kXl=0 F̂(k�l)�(l):Note that the matrix of oeÆients on the right-hand side is lower triangular with 1son the diagonal. When this system of equations is solved for the �(k) we obtain arelation of the required form. In fat we have �(kk) = 1 for all k, not just for k = 0;and moreover �(kl) = �(ij) when k � l = i � j. In Morosi (1997), Tondo's propositionis applied to a ouple of examples of quasi-bi-Hamiltonian systems. It is a feature ofthese examples, not remarked on let alone explained in this paper, that the �(ij) followthe pattern identi�ed above. While Tondo's proposition is rather more general than ourresult, so far as we know it has been applied only to quasi-bi-Hamiltonian systems, andindeed only to systems of ofator type (as we have already remarked); so this greatergenerality is in pratie somewhat illusory.When one onsiders the examples in Morosi (1997) more arefully, one realises that it isnot at all lear what role the fat that the systems in question are quasi-bi-Hamiltonianplays, sine the expressions for the H(k) and �(kl) are merely quoted and no indiation isgiven as to how they were derived. To larify what is going on, we shall onsider one ofthese examples, and analyse it using our tehniques. We have hosen the �rst examplefrom the paper for this purpose. It is the Hamiltonian system Z = P0(dH) where P0 isthe standard Poisson struture on T �IR3 andH = 12(2p1p2 + p23)� 58q41 + 52q21q2 + 12q1q23 � 12q22:It is stated that Z is also quasi-Hamiltonian with respet to the Poisson tensor P1 givenbyP1 = " 0 A�AT B # ; where A = �264 q1 �1 02q2 q1 q3q3 0 0 375 ; B = �264 0 �p2 �p3p2 p3 00 0 0 375 ;in fat q23Z = P1(dH(2)) whereH(2) = 12q23p22 + �12q21 + q2� p23 � q3p1p3 � q1q3p2p3 + 12q31q23 � q1q2q23 � 18q43:Note �rst that the terms quadrati in momenta in H are derived from the at metriwhose matrix representation is 264 0 1 01 0 00 0 1 375 ;whih is of normal hyperboli type. When this metri is used to lower an index on Awe obtain the symmetri matrix �264 �1 q1 0q1 2q2 q30 q3 0 375 ;14



whih is easily seen to be a speial onformal Killing tensor. The tensor P1 is, apartfrom sign, the Poisson-Nijenhuis tensor assoiated with the omplete lift of the type(1; 1) tensor A. The determinant of A is �q23, and its ofator tensor, in type (2; 0)form, is �264 0 0 �q30 q23 �q1q3�q3 �q1q3 q21 + 2q2 375 ;it is lear that this determines the terms in H(2) quadrati in momenta. Moreover, itis easy to hek that if V represents the potential of H = H(0) and W the potential ofH(2) then dAW = (detA)dV . This is therefore an example of a ofator system, and thepreeding theory applies, explaining for example why the relevant funtions �(ij) satisfy�(11) = �(22) = 1, �(21) = �(32).8 An exampleWe �nish with an example of a true bi-quasi-Hamiltonian system. It is a ofator pairsystem on the sphere and as suh illustrates our generalization Crampin (2001) of thework on Eulidean spaes of Lundmark (Lundmark (2001a, b)). Starting from a knownexample of a kineti energy Lagrangian with two further quadrati integrals, we willuse a onstrutive approah to �nd all fore forms whih determine a non-onservativesystem of ofator pair type.Take the kineti energy to beT = 12gij(q) _qi _qj = 12 � _q21 + sin2 q1 _q22� :It is straightforward to verify that the symmetri type (0,2) tensors with matrix repre-sentationL1 = " sin 2q1 os q2 � sin2 q1 sin q2� sin2 q1 sin q2 0 # ; L2 = " sin 2q1 sin q2 sin2 q1 os q2sin2 q1 os q2 0 # ;are speial onformal Killing tensors with respet to the given metri. The orrespondingtype (1,1) tensors whih one needs to set up the di�erential operators DLa = dLa + �aread L1 = sin 2q1 os q2 ��q1 
 dq1 � sin q2 � ��q1 
 dq2 + sin2 q1 ��q2 
 dq1� ;L2 = sin 2q1 sin q2 ��q1 
 dq1 + os q2 � ��q1 
 dq2 + sin2 q1 ��q2 
 dq1� :We further have �a = d(trLa), where trL1 = sin2q1 os q2, trL2 = sin 2q1 sin q2. All weneed now to identify a dynamial system whih has a bi-quasi-Hamiltonian represen-tation with respet to the two ompatible Poisson-Nijenhuis strutures P~La , obtained15



from the standard Poisson struture P on the otangent bundle of the sphere, is anadmissible fore form � =M1dq1+M2dq2, that is to say, a solution of the simultaneousequations DLa� = 0. In oordinates, eah of these onditions gives rise to a single, linear�rst-order partial di�erential equation for the Ma. Taking suitable linear ombinationswith sin q2 and os q2, the set of onditions is equivalent to�M1�q1 = sin2 q1�M2�q2 ;�M2�q1 = �32 tan q1 � ot q1� M2:These equations are readily solved and give:� = 2�0(q2)os1=2 q1 dq1 + �(q2)os3=2 q1 sin q1 dq2;where � is an arbitrary funtion of q2. The `potentials' Va for whih � = DLa((detLa)�1Va)are most easily obtained by omputing dVa = Aa�, where Aa is the ofator matrix ofLa. We �nd V1 = 2�(q2) sin q2os1=2 q1 ; V2 = �2�(q2) os q2os1=2 q1 :Sine we have atually obtained the most general form of �, we should not expet hereto �nd new ofator pair systems by applying the proedure explained in Setion 6. Infat, we have � = DL2((detL1)�1V1) = (detL2)�1dL2 �detL2detL1V1� ;and sine the ratio of the two determinants depends on q2 only, it an be absorbed intothe arbitrary funtion �; thus � is indistinguishable from �.ReferenesBrouzet, R., R. Caboz, J. Rabenivo and V. Ravoson, \Two degrees of freedom quasi-Hamiltonian systems", J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 29, 2069{2076 (1996).Crampin, M. and W. Sarlet, \A lass of non-onservative Lagrangian systems on Rie-mannian manifolds", J. Math. Phys. 42, 4313{4326 (2001)Crampin, M., W. Sarlet and G. Thompson, \Bi-di�erential aluli, bi-Hamiltonian sys-tems and onformal Killing tensors", J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 33, 8755{8770 (2000)Dimakis, A. and F. M�uller-Hoissen, \Bi-di�erential aluli and integrable models", J.Phys. A: Math. Gen. 33, 957{974 (2000a).16
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